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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0967307A2] The nipper assembly (6,8,9,10) of a combing machine has a lower nipper frame (6) and a linked swing upper nipper frame
(10), with a swing spring leg (12) on a pivot axis (A). The axis (A) has at least one gear stage (20) with out-of-round cogwheels (16,19) to shift the
axis (A). The spring leg (12) swings on an eccentric (17), operated by a drive shaft (18) at the machine frame. At least one out-of-round cogwheel
(16) of the gear stage (20) is keyed to the shaft (18). The gear stage (20) is linked to the drive shaft (4) of the nipper assembly (6,8,9,10) through a
further gear stage (23), and to the main gearing (26) through a further gear stage, as the transmission from the main drive motor (27). The out-ofround input cogwheel (19) of the gear stage (20) and the output wheel (22) of the further gear stage (23) are both keyed to a common shaft (21). At
least one gear wheel (22,24) of the further gear stage (23) has a release coupling with the drive shafts (4a,21).
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